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Mr. Barratt on " Tht Suppression of Egoism ".—Mr. Barrntt's article
on the " Suppression of Egoism " is based upon a fundamental misap-
prehension of the drift of my treatise. He apjwars to have overlooked
the statement in my preface that "all the different methods developed
in it were expounded and criticised from a neutral position, and as
impartially as possible"; and also § 5 of my introductory chapter, in
which my position and mode of treating tho i-ubji-ct are further ex-
plained. For the reasons given in this latter passage, I avoided stating
explicitly my own ethical view, or even suggesting it with any com-
pleteness : but 1 thought it would be pretty clear to the reader that it
is not wiiat Mr. Barrett controverts as the " Suppression of Egoism,"
but rather what, in No. V. of MIND, I attributed tj Butler, describing it
as " the Dualism of the Practical lieasnn". This view is stated most
succinctly (in Butler's terminology, which is not exactly mine) in tho
following passage at the end of the Tliinl Sermon on Unman Nature :
" .Reasonable self-love and conscience are the two chief or superior
principles in the nature of man : because an action may be suitable
to this nature, though all other principles are violated; but bo-
comes unsuitable if either of those are ". I do not (I believe) ditfur
substantially from Butler in my view of reasonable self-love, nor
(theology apart) in my view of its relation to conscience, nor
again do I differ from him in regarding conscience as essentially
a function of the practical reason (" moral precepts" he says in tho
Aiiuluijy, p. ii. c 8, " are precepts the~reason of which we see "). My
diilerence begins whon we come to consider what among tho precepts
of conscience we really do see to be reasonable. Here my view may
be briefly given by saying, that 1 identify a modification of Kantism
w.th the missing rational basis of the ethical utilitarianism of Bentham,
as expounded by J. S. MUL I cons.dor the fundamental formula of
conscience to be that ono ought not to prefer one's own good to the
greater good of another: this (like Kant's Categorical Imperative) is a
purely formal principle, and is evolved immediately out of the notion
of ' good' or ' desirable,' if tnis notion is used absolutely ; as it then
must mean ' desirable from a universal point of view,' or ' what all
rational beings, as such, ought to aim at realising '. The substantial
difference between me and Mr. Barratt is that ho rejects this notion,
at least as applied to concrete results. On this point I confidently
appeal to the common moral consciousness of mankind : (e.g.) it is
certainly the common belief that tho design of the Creator of the world
is to realise Good : and in this beliof the notion ' good' must be used
absolutely. But I should admit Mr. Barrntt's objection to the reason-
ing by which (see p. 3C0), I endeavour to exhibit the self-evidence of
this formula, if that reasoning were intruded—as Mr. Barrntt has
taken it—as a confutation of tho principle of Kational Egoism. Since,
however, it is manifest, at the close of tho treatise, that I do not con-
sider the principle of .Rational Egoism to have been confuted, but only
contradicted; and since I carefully explain, on p. 392, how in my view
this confutation is avoided, I confess that I can hardly understand
my critic's misunderstanding.
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412 Notes.

As regards the ' Physical Method' of ethics, it is enough to say
that there cannot possibly be any such ' method' in the sense in which
I use tho term, i.e., rational procedure for determining what ought to
be done here and now. Ethical conclusions can only be logically
reached by starting with ethical premisses : how the latter are got, it
was no part of my plan to consider. I presume that even Mr. Barratt
hardly means to maintain that practical principles can be in any sense
proved by physical methods. a SIDGWICK.

' Cogito ergo sum.'—Professor Bain thinks it right to say of Des-
cartes' famous aphorism, " I am of opinion that we should cease endea-
vouring to extract sunbeams from that cucumber ". I do not pretend
to determine the exact meaning that this formula bore to the French
philosopher, but that it admits of an important meaning being attached
to it, I cannot for a moment doubt

Instead of likening this formula to a cucumber, from which it is
high time to give up futile attempts to extract sunbeams, I am con-
strained to liken it to the sunbeam minus which all must, for us, be an
unknown blank. In ultimate analysis, this sunbeam, which is Know-
ing, is, for me, the origin of all that exists. My own existence is a
revealed or known oxistence, yea, the existence of Knowing itself is
the same. For us, everything is rendered existent through Knowing.
True, Knowing is only one element in a process containing several
elemeute, each of which, in a certain sense, implies all the rest. As
this ruler involves its two ends, and the two ends the ruler, so, in the
mental process of which Knowing forms an element, it involves and is
involved by every other element of the same process. This process
may, I conceive, be thus expressed : ' I know an object as existing '.
Although the elements of this process, however, imply each other, they
do not all do so in the same sense. For since it must perforce be
admitted that the sunbeam which renders existent, for us, the whole
of the formula is Knowing, it follows (hence the ergo of Descartes)
tliat, in the Order of Knowing, every other element of the formula is
posterior to Knowing. Knowing is the sunbeam which renders exis-
tent, for us, the whole man, as well as the man's environment. Des-
cartes' formula, after all, then, does not seem to be a barren principle,
in which that which precedes the ergo is as six, and what follows it,
as the identical half dozen.

It is absolutely necessary, as the nature of Prof. Bain's criticism fully
reveals, to distinguish the Order of Knowing from the Order of Evo-
lutioa The former is not inaptly expressed by Descartes' formula,
Cogito ergo sum, or, as an equivalent formula, by Sum quia (quum)
cogitem ; the Order of Evolution by the converse—Sam ergo cogito, or
Cogito quia sim. These two formula admit of being thus inter-
preted :—Through the medium of Knowing, it is, that I am rendered
existent to myself : But through that portion of myself which cannot
ho eliminated (brain and nerves, circulation, nutrition, &c.) it is—so
my Knowing declarcj—that my Knowing exists.
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